I, a participant in the volunteer activities sponsored by Keep Massachusetts Beautiful Inc., agree to follow all cleanup instructions as stipulated by local cleanup organizers. I understand the work that I have volunteered to do and hereby state that I am qualified and physically capable of accomplishing the work and activities for which I have volunteered. I understand that I may be collecting various types of debris, including broken glass, sharp objects, and other materials that may cause injury if handled improperly. All materials of unknown contents, heavy weight, or questionable safety (medical debris, chemical containers) will be left in place untouched, the location noted, and the cleanup coordinator informed. Keep Massachusetts Beautiful Inc. is an organization based on volunteers and has no responsibility for any injuries that occur during the cleanup.

PHOTOGRAPHS - By signing below, you provide consent that photographs of you taken at the Great Massachusetts Cleanup can be used by Keep Massachusetts Beautiful and its affiliates in publications, presentations, social media posts, websites, and sent to media outlets in order to increase publicity for the Great Massachusetts Cleanup and to raise awareness of the problem of litter. In addition, you affirm that you own the rights to any of the photos you post on Keep Massachusetts Beautiful social media sites, but agree to transfer those rights to Keep Massachusetts Beautiful.

Please sign to indicate you have read and agree to this waiver.

Print first name and last name

Email address*

Please sign here

*By providing your email address you will be signing up for email updates from Keep Massachusetts Beautiful. Your email address will be kept confidential and never shared.